CREATING A SOFT, SICK SOCIETY

In order for the enemy, the Anti-Christ forces, to make Christian society ripe for takeover, they have to de-Christianize it by softening it; that is, making life easy, convenient, full of pleasures, amusements, and diversions. At the same time they have to ensure we become sick in mind, body, and spirit by polluting our minds with false ideologies, polluting our food and environment with chemicals and harmful radiations, and polluting our morals with pornography and perversions of every kind. For this end they have as the "Hidden Hand" taken over ALL industries, trades and/or professions of every kind to ensure that their lowered standards (whether in living, health, or morals) are accepted by the targeted population and thus a brain-washed and paganized society is the result.

In order to transform the targeted Christian society into a pagan one, three areas had to be attacked and perverted: the mind, the morals, and the money system (or the means to make a living). The mind of society has been collectively dumbed down through public education (indoctrination) thus ensuring a lowered standard of education. Meanwhile the moral standard is lowered through perverted entertainment (mainly movies and music). As these two goals are being accomplished simultaneously, the living standard is lowered by controlling the money system so the purchasing power of the dollar is weakened to a point (via inflation and controlled markets) where it takes both parents to work to make ends meet thus ensuring one of the most important goals: that of destroying the basic unit of a Christian society, the family.

We know of Rothchild's statement: "Give me control over a nation's currency and I care not who makes its laws." This concerns control of the banking system. Few know of another statement, very similar concerning a parallel goal: the control of our morals through
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music. "I knew a very wise man who believed that if a man were permitted to make all the ballads, he need not care who should make the laws of a nation. And we find that most of the ancient legislators thought they could not well reform the manners of any city without the help of a lyric and sometimes of a dramatic poet." (Andrew Fletcher, Scotch patriot, writer, orator and one time member of the Scotland parliament as quoted in STEVENSON'S BOOK OF QUOTATIONS).

For the destruction of Christianity and America, our cultural heritage must be attacked on all fronts as reflected in this statement: "Everywhere the greatest obstacle to the creation of the new social reality is the cultural heritage of the past - the religion, the philosophy, the literature and the art which makes up the whole complex ideology of the bourgeois mind." (Sir Herbert Read, British Marxist and art critic).

What few realize however, is that this mind manipulation, moral malignancy, and monetary monopoly have all been orchestrated by the international Zionist Bankers and Industrialists over several decades to produce conditions so society (America in particular) would fall as an over-ripe fruit into the enemy's hands. Fewer still, realize to what extent these masters of deception have manipulated every single facet of modern society so as to appear as though it all came about by trends, "grass root" movements, or spontaneous public opinion. Many may think the trends in music, fashion, and entertainment which have gone a long way in shaping how we think, talk, act, and believe, are by accident (or coincidence) or just happened as a "sign of the times." While they may be a "sign of the times," they are definitely not by accident, but are premeditated, pre-arranged, and preferred by the masters of deception in charge of our controlled world.

The sick drug subculture of the sixties has in the intervening years, permeated mainstream Christian society and transformed it until it has become the mainstream pagan, "multi-culturally correct" culture of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the twilight years of America's existence. In fact, America has been called by several researchers, the new Babylon of the end times.

Researchers like Jim Keith and John Coleman have well documented the fact that all the trends, fashions, manners of speech and conduct and "changing times" were the results of a well thought out orchestrated plan carried out by the Tavistock Institute worldwide. As we have just written of and as we have written of in our previous work, MARIAN APPARITIONS AND APOCALYPTIC RESEARCH, the plan was called the "long-range-penetration-strain." This was a plan to break down the morals, customs, and beliefs of large segments of the population, It was, in effect, a systematic plan to destroy Christianity
To help one fully understand just one major area of the over-all plan we will let John Coleman tell you the role the "Beatles" played in this social revolution which hit and rocked America and the world in the sixties. "An outstanding example of social conditioning to accept change, even when it is recognized as unwelcome change by the large population group in the sights of Stanford Research Institute, was the 'advent' of the BEATLES. The Beatles were brought to the United States as part of a social experiment which would subject large population groups to brainwashing of which they were not even aware.

"When Tavistock brought the Beatles to the United States nobody could have imagined the cultural disaster that was to follow in their wake. The Beatles were an integral part of 'THE AQUARIUM CONSPIRACY,' a living organism which sprang from 'THE CHANGING IMAGES OF MAN,' URH (489) - 2150 - Policy Research Report No. 4/4/74, Policy Report prepared by SRI Center for the study of Social Policy, Director, Professor Willis Harmon.

"The phenomenon of the Beatles was not a spontaneous rebellion by youth against the old social system. Instead it was carefully created plot to introduce by a conspiratorial body which could not be identified, a highly destructive and divisive element into a large population group targeted for change against its will. New words and new phrases - words such as 'rock' in relation to music sounds, 'teenager', 'cool,' 'discovered' and 'pop music' were a lexicon of disguised words signifying the acceptance of drugs and arrived with and accompanied the Beatles wherever they went, to be 'discovered' by 'teenagers.' Incidentally, the word 'teenager' was never used until just before the Beatles arrived on the scene, courtesy of the Tavistock Institute for Human Relations.

"As in the case of gang wars, nothing could or would have been accomplished without the cooperation of the media, especially the electronic media and, in particular, the scurrilous Ed Sullivan who had been coached by the conspirators as to the role he was to play. Nobody would have paid much attention to the motley crew from Liverpool and the 12-atonal system of 'music' that was to follow had it not been for an overabundance of press exposure. The 12-atonal system consisted of heavy, repetitive sounds, taken from the music of the cult of Dionysus and the Baal priesthood by Adorno and given a 'modern' flavor by this special friend of the Queen of England and hence the Committee of 300. (Zionist Grand Masters - DS).

"Tavistock and its Stanford Research Center created trigger words which then came into general usage around 'rock music' and its fans. Trigger words created a distinct new break-away largely young popu-
lation group which was persuaded by social engineering and conditioning to believe that the Beatles really were their favorite group. All trigger words devised in the context of 'rock music' were designed for mass control of the targeted group, the youth of America. (Now readers should better understand the Blessed Virgin's pleas and warnings to save the youth. - DS).

"The Beatles did a perfect job, or perhaps it would be more correct to say that Tavistock and Stanford did a perfect job, the Beatles merely reacting like trained robots 'with a little help from their friends' - code words for using drugs and making it 'cool.' The Beatles became a highly visible 'new type'-more Tavistock jargon - and as such it was not long before the group made new styles (fads in clothing, hairstyles and language usage) which upset the older generation, as was intended. This was part of the 'fragmentation - maladaptation' process worked out by Willis Harman and his team of social scientists and genetic engineering tinkers and put into action.

"The role of the print and electronic media in our society is crucial to the success of brainwashing large population groups." Mr. Coleman goes on to explain the role of other "rock" groups and the continuing social revolution in America. "Following the Beatles, who incidentally were put together by the Tavistock Institute, came other 'Made in England' rock groups who, like the Beatles, had Theo Dorno write their cult lyrics and compose all the 'music.' ...To call 'rock' music, is an insult, likewise the language used in 'rock lyrics.'

"Tavistock and Stanford Research then embarked on the second phase of the work commissioned by the Committee of 300. This new phrase turned up the heat for social change in America. As quickly as the Beatles had appeared on the American scene, so too did the 'beat generation,' trigger words designed to separate and fragment society. The media now focused its attention on the 'beat generation.' Other Tavistock-coined words came seemingly out of nowhere: 'beatniks,' 'hippies,' 'flower children' became part of the vocabulary of America. It became popular to 'drop out' and wear dirty jeans, go about with long unwashed hair. The 'beat generation' cut itself off from mainstream America. They became just as infamous as the cleaner Beatles before them.

"The newly-created group and its 'lifestyle' swept millions of young Americans into the cult. American youth underwent a radical revolution without ever being aware of it, while the older generation stood by helplessly, unable to identify the source of the crisis...

"Great anger was felt by a number of civic leaders and churchmen over the new cult but their energies were misdirected against the
RESULT of what was going on and not on against the CAUSE. Critics of the rock cult made the same mistakes that had been made in the prohibition era, they criticized Law enforcement agencies, teachers, parents - anybody but the conspirators."


Since that time the rock-drug subculture has grown to such an extent that it has caused the intended fragmentation of Christian culture. In so doing it has now almost totally destroyed it leaving only vestiges of it in sheltered corners of the world. Rock, which is not music but poses and substitutes for it, has permeated all music: folk has now become "folk 'n rock;" country and western (originally a combination of southern folk and western ballad) became the new "country," actually "country 'n rock;" easy-listening music has become "soft rock" while popular music has become "pop-rock." In the meantime, straight or raw, hard rock quickly became acid-rock in the sixties followed later on by "heavy-metal" rock both reflecting a drug message and a hate for Christian values. This evolved into "punk-rock" with an accent on violence and Satanism. Another form yet, is "disco-rock" which promotes homosexuality and erotic extreme sexuality of any kind. The latest form is "rap-rock" which has lyrics set to a syncopated beat with no melody conveying extreme hate and disorder. All forms of rock breed rebellion to proper authority, promiscuity, and hatred of the "old order" of Christian society. In fact, not only did rock permeate into all music, but destructive lyrics designed to accompany it were often instead set to a ballad-style to even be more effective in some ways to gradually subvert and transform society without society fully realizing what was happening.

While this moral plague sickened society, the technological advancements spawned a whole new technocratic age where people are pampered with luxuries and conveniences, preoccupied with amusements increasingly electronic, diverted by sports or sent into a virtual fantasy-reality of video-computer games. All this coupled with public "dumb-down" education and media propaganda has turned us into so many robotic slaves or planetary citizens of the New (electronic) "Mark of the Beast" World Order. As the morals sink, the technology rises until we have a highly computerized buffoon society that can no longer think for themselves but are mesmerized in front of their electronic media "boob-tubes."

This has been planned to be just this way by Tavistock and by German psychologist, Kurt Lewin who developed the fiendish science of control. This control is explained by yet another researcher, Jim Keith: "By creation of controlled chaos, the populace can be brought to
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the point where it willingly submits to greater control. Lewin maintained that society must be driven into a state equivalent to an "early childhood situation." He termed this societal chaos 'fluidity.'

The greater control can be seen in our highly regulated, electronic surveillance society where gun control, loss of freedoms plus greater chaos and violence instill fear in our dumbed-down, robotized, computerized society.

Mr. Kieth further explains that "the first stage of the breakdown of society as being 'superficiality,' in which previous societal values are questioned and discarded. The next stage is 'segmentation,' in which societal institutions break down, resulting in a reversion to paranoid groups of individuals hostile to each other.

"The next stage in the breakdown of society would be the launching of a fascist movement akin to the Nazis.

"The final and most disrupted state of society is termed disassociation, in which the individual becomes the entirety of society for himself, and is isolated from other members of the group. The dominant culture of the society becomes 'fantasy and superstition.' According to Trist (chairman of Tavistock's governors), the current 'wired society' where the main interaction of the individual is with electronic media is only a metaphor for disassociation. Cyberpunks, New Agers, and couch potatoes take note." (MIND CONTROL, WORLD CONTROL by Jim Kieth, pp44, 46 & 47).

Now that the Zionist Grand Masters have seen to it that Christian society has been fragmented, they have another plan of synthesis called "syncretism." As we have seen in the first volume on the Church, it is used to bring together differing religions, accenting likenesses, down playing differences with the final result being a new pagan Anti-Christ religion.

This same plan is used not only on religion which is at the heart of the belief system of society, but on society as a whole. Now that the enemy has successfully fragmented Christian society, it is no longer Christian but pagan. This pagan society and its various fragmented groups (representing a societal disorder), are now being syncretized into the new de-Christianized pagan society. Thus the New World Order is actually the calculated new world "disorder." This is a sick society. But not only is society sick, so are its citizens.

In addition to this Tavistock mind control of society this large targeted population of America is having its water fluoridated (which has the effect of making the people more docile) and its food chemi-calized, irradiated, genetically altered, and artificially over-processed until many in this society are in all reality prematurely preserved and
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embalmed before they die. Society is being bombarded by fast-foods, convenience foods, and super-enhanced flavored foods to such an extent that the term, junk food has to be redefined. Junk food has become a mainstay for some. Then we wonder why we have so many pudgy, out-of-shape, sick people who only seem to think of convenience. Those that try to think for themselves and are health conscious, are hoodwinked by the medical establishment and the media. Even the so-called "health food" stores are a fraud to a certain extent making available alternative but watered-down health products that have been fumigated or otherwise tampered with.

The average American is at the mercy of his doctor and has no real understanding what truly makes for healthy living. Of all diseases, Cancer is the worst and it is symptomatic of a sick society. Dr. Gary Tunsky gives us a real insight into this unfortunate situation: "The field of U.S. cancer care is organized around a medical monopoly that ensures a continuous flow of money to the pharmaceutical industry, medical technology firms, research institutes and government front agencies that pretend to protect the public's best interest. The power structure of the American cancer cartel would be threatened and a carefully constructed sick care business would go down the tubes if alternative treatments were allowed in mainstream medicine.

"The truth is, cancer will never be cured in mainstream medicine as long as there is the current medical structure consisting of scientists, doctors, researchers, government health officials, media, elected representatives and senators put in place to prevent individualized, alternative, non-patentable approaches from getting any kind of foothold in the monopolized world of cancer treatment.

"Money leads politics by the nose. Unfortunately, as a result, cancer is modern medicine's biggest business. To the cancer establishment, cancer patients are a multi-billion dollar profit center. We have a political cancer industry that's based solely on economic interests masquerading as proven therapeutic regimens for reversing cancer, which are a total and complete deception ... It's common sense that the only permanent way to cure cancer is to establish health within the patient's body and immune system. You can't poison and radiate an already weakened patient into health. The truth is, cancer victims are dying of the treatments being used, not the cancer."

Dr. Tunsky goes on to say that "their planned agenda is to eventually own and completely monopolize ... cancer ... as if it were some sort of commodity." Dr. Tunsky clearly describes what has been happening and continues to happen across America: "The fact of the matter is a silent genocide is taking place behind closed doors in hospitals, doctors offices and cancer treatment centers throughout the country with
barbaric and destructive methods of drug, cut, burn and poison in their so-called 'War on Cancer'."

He then addresses the cause of this ever pervasive cancer: "People are sick and tired because they're rotting inside from the ingestion of sugars, fast foods and refined processed foodless foods and lifeless drinks. Through an acidic environment, our bodies become infested with certain bugs that actually feed off of us causing damage to tissues, cells and organs, setting up shop for viruses, fungus and cancer. These microscopic beasts get their energy from the very nutrients our healthy cells utilize for fuel (glucose). They grow and multiply by eating our body's nutrients. Then they poison us more with their toxic waste - a classic example of biting the hand that feeds you. It's the malnutrition in poisonous by-products involved in the process that make you sick."

He then goes on to say, "Cancer is a living, anaerobic microorganism, the exact opposite of a healthy aerobic cell, cancer cells can be suffocated by electromagnetic frequencies, disrupted by sound vibration, melted by heat through hypothermia, starved to death by shutting off the blood supply to the tumor site while re-establishing a healthy cellular terrain, by changing PH (from acid to alkaline), and increasing nutrient levels of amino acids, essential fatty acids (EFA's), vitamins, minerals, living enzymes and high chlorophyll phyto-nutrients. When these methods are employed, cancer cells will fall apart, turn necrotic and die." (CRUSADOR, Oct.-Nov., 2001, "Don't Become A Victim Of The Cancer Conspiracy!", pp 3,4,6 & 7).

For further insights on health see our previous work, MARIAN APPARITIONS AND APOCALYPTIC RESEARCH.

If all this isn't enough for the collapse of society, the enemy has been deliberately poisoning both man and his environment by dropping poisons on him from the air as Heaven at Necedah warned us of as early as May 30, 1967 and October 7, 1969.

The latest method to make whole populations sick is not by germ bombs (at least not yet for the enemy still plans on using them) but is by the sickening contrail clouds. Contrails left in the sky by unmarked military and sometimes by unmarked civilian aircraft have sickened man, beast, and crops. Hospitals in the winter of 1999 and even in the spring of that year were jammed with patients suffering from a variety of ill effects: respitorial or flu-like symptoms, diarrhea, vomiting, chest pains, and swelling of the lymph glands.

After repeated spraying and fallout of cob-web-like substances from the contrails sickneses occurred in various areas of the country. "Early last month, The News and Observer of Raleigh, North Carolina reported that respiratory admissions to Durham regional hospital jumped from the usual 184 patients a day to 247. Ambulance drivers were told that the
hospital was not receiving any more patients.  

"In New York City, doctors are calling a flood of respiratory cases an epidemic. 'We have people double and triple parked in the ER (emergency room) on stretchers.' Dr. Elliot Friedman, associate director of emergency medicine at Jamaica Hospital Medical Center in Queens, told the New York Times on January 31: 'And there have been times when upwards of 40 people have been admitted but are waiting for someone to be discharged,' Friedman said.

"This high fever is not typical of other flu's, Dr. Sigurd Ackerman, the president of St. Luke's Roosevelt Hospital Center told the Times shortly after a TV cameraman panned up to frame lingering 'X shaped contrails over Times-Square. Dr. Robert Saken, a partner in the Soho Pediatrics Group, told that newspaper, 'It was surprising to me how sick they got and how quickly it happened.'" (TAKING AIM, Vol. 5, No. 9, March, 1999, p 1).

Rev. Burton on C-Span tried to warn the public about this strange program of "spraying people and making them ill" but was strangely cut off the air.

This strange phenomenon is not just happening in America but in other countries as well. "Americans are not alone in their anxious bewilderment and suffering. In England, after lingering contrails and cobweb-like fallout were reported over London and Birmingham, the BBC reported on January 14 that more than 8,000 people mostly elderly - died from pneumonia and other respiratory complications in the last week of December and the first two weeks of January, 1999.

"According to the BBC, in early January of this year, more than 97,100 people in England and Wales were stricken with respiratory ailments in a single week - almost double the usual rate. Ambulances in the Greater Manchester and Merest region were each dealing with more than 1,000 calls every day, almost twice the norm. Norfolk and Norwich suffered such an unexpected increase in deaths, a refrigerated semi-trailer capable of holding 36 bodies was pressed into service as a temporary morgue." (Ibid, p 2).

As can be seen above, America is not alone in this insidious attack. These attacks are on all of society including America, Europe and elsewhere.

We as a society are under continual bombardment from many different angles to soften and sicken us mentally, physically, spiritually, and morally so we offer little or no resistance to their planned takeover. As the climax of the Apocalypse deepens the enemy knows that our paganized society is so fragmented and weakened that their final agenda can now be carried out.
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An apocalyptic darkness has settled over the land with AIDS and other planned diseases sweeping the country. Germ warfare and weather warfare are being conducted on unsuspecting citizens. Our constitutional rights are under a barrage of attacks especially because of the push for gun control, the so-called "war on terrorism," homosexual "rights," the U.N. Convention of the "Rights of the Child," and because of the merger of industry and the economic systems to fit into a world economy - NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement). To add to this we have an estimated 300,000 U.N. police force stationed and training within our borders; a constitutional convention dangerously close while a World Constitutional Assembly is being promoted. The World Constitution and Parliament Association has had several meetings working on a plan for a united "Earth Federation" - a world government.

Many are simply unaware what is truly going on, while others are skeptical. Americans need to be concerned about what is happening to their country. They need to investigate into these matters and become informed. The apathy and complacency must end. You may be shocked at what you find out but you will know the truth and, as Christ said, the Truth shall make you free. To be forewarned is to be forearmed. The American Christian Patriot and their families need to unite together and exercise their freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, and their right to bear arms while they still can. Americans need to be prepared for what is to come. One thing the One World Government fears most is an awakened and aroused, armed citizenry. Through these efforts more precious time can be bought to prepare for the coming confrontation between the American Christian Patriot and the one world forces; between Mary's "Children of Light" and the Anti-Christ legions of evil.

America has been given a promise by the Blessed Virgin to the Father of our country, that the whole world united shall not prevail against it. America shall be victorious in the end. But where will you be? Will you stand up for America or will you become part of Amerika?

The point is: Do you care about your country? Your heritage? Do you care about your obligations to God! Do you care about your family and friends? Are you willing enough and courageous enough to stand for the truth and fight for it knowing you are securing your children's future? The time is at hand. So ponder this as we show in this and subsequent chapters of what the enemy has in store for us Americans.